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THE WMO
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is a specialized agency of the United
Nations of which 125 States and Territories are Members.
It was created :
—
—
—
—
—

to facilitate international co-operation in the establishment of networks of stations and
centres to provide meteorological services and observations,
to promote the establishment and maintenance of Systems for the rapid exchange of
meteorological information,
to promote standardizatiou of meteorological observations and ensure the nniform
publication of observations and statistics,
to further the application of meteorology to aviation, shipping, agriculture, and other
human activitics,
to encourage research and training in meteorology.
The machinery of the Organization consists of the following bodies.

The World Meteorological Congress, the suprême body of the Organization. brings
together the delegates of ail Members once every four years to détermine gênerai policies for
the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization, to adopt Technical Régulations relating
to international meteorological practicc and to détermine the WMO programme.
The Executive Committee is composed of 21 directors of national meteorological services
and meets at least once a year to conduct the activities of the Organization and to implement
the décisions taken by its Members in Congress, to study and make recommendations on
matters affecting international meteorology and the opération of meteorological services.
The six Régional Associations (Àfrioa, Asia, South America, North and Central America,
South-West Pacific and Europe), which are composed of Mcmber Governmcnts, co-ordinate
meteorological activity within their respective régions and examine from the régional point
of view ail questions referred to them.
The eight Technical Commissions composed of experts designated by Members are
responsible for studying the spécial technical branches related to meteorological observation,
analysis, forecasting and research as well as to the applications of meteorology. Technical
Commissions bave been established for synoptic meteorology, climatology, instruments and
methods of observation, aerology, aeronautical meteorology, agricultural meteorology,
hydromeleorology and maritime meteorology.
The Secrétariat, located at Geneva, Swilzerland, is composed of an international scientific,
technical and administrative staff under the direction of the Sccretary-Gencral. It uudertakes
technical studies, is responsible for the numerous technical assistance and other technical
co-operation projects in meteorology throughout the world aimed at contribuling to économie
developmcnt of the countries concerned. It also publishes specialized technical notes, guides,
manuals and reports and in gênerai acts as the link between the meteorological services of the
world. The Secrétariat works in close collaboration with the United Nations and other
specialized agencies.
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The désignations employed and the présentation of the niaterial in this publication do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secrétariat of the World
Meteorological Organization concerning the légal status of any country or territory or of its
authorities, or concerning the délimitation of its fronticrs.
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FOREWORD

At its third session (London, i960), the VMO Commission for
Climatology (CCI ) established a Vorking Group on Climatological Normals.
The group vas requested to give guidance on the problem of the most suitable
length for the normal periods and to consider the desirability of including
maps of standard déviation in the World Climatic Atlas.
Initially, the group consisted of Mr. L. Guilloux
(France),
chairman, Mr. P. Jagannathan (India), Professor E. S. Rubinstein (U.S.S.R.)
and Dr. H. ten Kate (Netherlands). After the sudden death of Mr. Guilloux,
Mr. Jagannathan vas elected chairman and Mr. R. Arléry (France) vas nominated as a member of the group. Another change in the membership of the
group occurred vhen Mrs. M. V. Zavarina (U.S.S.R.) vas designated to replace
Professor Rubinstein.
The report of the vorking group vas considered by CCI at its
fourth session in Stockholm (August, 1965). The commission noted the report
vith satisfaction and recommended its publication in the VMO Technical Note
séries.
I am glad to hâve this opportunity of expressing to the members
of the vorking group and ail those vho hâve contributed to the préparation
of this report the sincère appréciation of the Vorld Meteorological
Organization for the time and effort they hâve expended.

(D. A. Davies)
Secretary-General
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SUMMARY

The problem of fixing the optimum length of record for stable climatic statistics is essentially a statistical one and could be solved if the
nature of the climatic time-series vere knovn. The length of record available,
the homogeneity of the data, the variability of the climatic éléments and above
ail the nature and extent of climatic fluctuations hâve been the obstacles to
a satisfactory solution of this problem.
¥henever the heterogeneity in the climatic record is due to changes
in station location, instrument
exposure, observing standards or instrumentation, it should be eliminated as far as possible and only the resulting séries
treated as the climatological time-series. However, non-randomness in the séries
due to genuine climatic fluctuations, inasmuch as such fluctuations are part and
parcel of climate, should be incorporated in the derived climatic statistics.
It is very difficult to specify a uniform period to use as a référence period for ail the éléments vhich can be adequately représentative for the
whole vorld. It vould be désirable if monthly and annual climatic statistics
could be compiled for every aecade uniformly for ail countries. Thèse data could
be treated as synoptic for purposes of comparison. Thèse décade statistics could
be combined according to the requirements of individual research projects. The
climatic statistics required for CLIMAT reports should continue to refer to the
30-year référence periods, 1901-30, 1931-60, etc.
Climatic séries should be reconstructed as far back as possible by
référence to climatological data of other stations in the same homoclimatic
zones. Por studies in climatic fluctuations and for the préparation of climatic
atlases, it is désirable to use such reconstructed séries.
Mean maps are usually published in climatic atlases, but other frequency parameters vhich could provide valuable auxiliary information should also
be published.
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RESUME

La détermination de la durée optimale des relevés d'observation
pour l'établissement de statistiques climatiques stables est un problème essentiellement statistique qui pourrait être résolu si l'on connaissait la nature
des séries chronologiques climatiques. La période pour laquelle on dispose de
relevés d'observation, l'homogénéité des données, la variabilité des éléments
climatiques et surtout la nature et l'ampleur des fluctuations climatiques ont
été autant d'obstacles s'opposant à la solution satisfaisante de ce problème.
Chaque fois que l'hétérogénéité des relevés climatologiques résulte
de modifications apportées à l'emplacement des stations, à l'exposition des instruments, aux pratiques d'observation ou aux types d'instruments utilisés, elle
devrait être éliminée dans toute la mesure possible, et seules les séries ainsi
obtenues devraient être traitées comme séries chronologiques climatiques. Toutefois, des variations de caractère non aléatoire, relevées dans les séries, et
qui résultent de réelles fluctuations climatiques, devraient être incorporées
dans les statistiques climatiques dérivées de ces séries, dans la mesure où ces
fluctuations font partie intégrante du climat.
Il est très difficile de spécifier une période uniforme comme période
de référence à utiliser pour tous les éléments, qui soit suffisamment représentative pour l'ensemble du globe. Il serait souhaitable de pouvoir établir dans
tous les pays, et sur une base uniforme, des statistiques climatiques mensuelles
et annuelles pour chaque décennie. Aux fins de comparaison, ces données pourraient être traitées comme des données synoptiques. Ces statistiques décennales
pourraient être combinées selon les besoins particuliers de chaque projet de
recherche. Il conviendrait que les statistiques climatiques destinées aux messages CLIMAT continuent à avoir trait aux périodes trentenaires de référence 19011930, 1931-1960, etc.
Les séries climatiques devraient être reconstituées aussi loin en
arrière que possible par référence aux données climatologiques des autres stations situées dans les mêmes zones homoclimatiques. Pour l'étude des fluctuations
climatiques, ainsi que pour l'élaboration d'atlas climatiques, il est souhaitable
d'utiliser des séries reconstituées de ce genre.
Les atlas climatiques comportent généralement des cartes de moyennes,
mais il conviendrait de publier également d'autres paramètres de fréquence qui
pourraient apporter de précieux renseignements complémentaires.
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PE3JÛME

IlpoÔJieMa ycTaHOBJieHHH onTHMajiBHoâ npoflOJiscHTejiBHOCTH p n ^ a Haô-mo^eHHM flJIfl nOJiy^eHHH yCTOiî'qMBblX CTaTHCTHHecKHX KJIKMaTOJIOrHHeCKHX flaHHbK HBJISieT—
c a no cymecTBy npoÔJieMoiï cTaTHCTH^ecKOH H MoaceT 6BITB paspemeHa npn ycJiOBHH
ecJiH M3BecTeH xapaKTep KJiMMaTOJiorwHecKoro p a # a , HajniHHe ^aHHBK Ha6jno,n;eHHH 3 a
OnpeAeJieHHbM nepHOfl, OflHOpOflHOCTB flaHHBDC, HSMeH^HBOCTB KJIMMaTOJIOrHHeCKHX 3Jie:.:eHTOB H n p e s ^ e B c e r o xapaKTep H Macurraô KOJie6a.-RW.VL KJiHMaTa - BOT $aKTopbi, H e flOCTaTOHHOe 3HaHHe KOTOpbDC HBJLHeTCH TJiaBHHM npenHTOTBHeM K yflOBJieTBOpHTeJIBiiOMy pa3pemeHHio 3T0vi npoôjieMbi.
B Tex cjiyHaax, Korfla HeoflHopoflHOCTB KJiKMaTOJiorHHecKHx flaHiibix H B J I H eTCH CJleflCTBHeM H3îvieHeHHH MeCTOnOJIOaceHHH CTaHH,HK M npHÔOpOB, H3MeHeHHH MeTO30B HaÔJDomeHHH H KOHCTpyKLtHii npnô'opoB, e e cJieflyeT no BO3MOS:HOCTH HCKJEOHaTB H
B KanecTBe KJiHMaTOJioruMecKHx Bpei/.eHHbix PH,2J;OB paccMaTpwBaTB JUCHB p e n p e 3 e H T a THBKLIG pfl#bi. OflHaKO, pn#bi HaÔJnofleHHM, OTpaacaroimae no,a;jinHHbie KamMaTH^ecKHe K O jieôaHHHj ^OJDKHBI BKjnoHaTBCH B KJiMMaTOJiorH-qecKHe CTaTHCTHnecKHe AaHHbiej nocKOJiBKy 3TH KOJieÔaHKH flBJIHIOTCH HeOT ' eMJieMOH ^ïepTOH KJIHMaTa.
HpeSEbiHaiÎHO Tpy^HO ycTaHOBHTB ^ J I H Bcex SJieMeHTOB eflHHBiâ HCXO^HBIH
nepwofl, KOTOpbra oôecne^MBaji 6bi penpe3eHTaTHBHbie AaHHbie RJIH. B c e r o MHpa. BBIJIO
Ou JiceJiaTejiBHO, HTodbi MecHHHbie H roflHMHbie KJiMMaTOJiorwHecKHe CTaTHCTH^ecKHe
AaHHbie cocTaBJiHjiHCB 6bi 3 a K a a ^ o e fleoHTHJieTHe no eflHHOÔ MeTOflHKe BO Bcex CTpan a x . 3TH AaHHbie Morjin 6w pacciviaTpHBaTBCH KaK cHHonTH^îecKHe AJIH u,ejiew c p a B H e H H H . 3 T H cTaTHCTHHecKKe ,zi;aHHbie 3 a flecHTMJieTue woryT CBO^HTBCJî BoeflMHO c y n e TOM noTpeÔHOCTeâ T o r o HJIH HHoro KOHKpeTHoro HayHHo-HCcneflOBaTeJiBCKoro n p o e n T a , KjiHMaTKHecKze cTaTHCTHHecKKe flaHHbie, HeoôxoflHMBie AJIH CBOAOK CLIMAT, A O J I acHbi KaK H npes&e ocHOBbraaTBCH Ha TpimiîaTHJieTHHX n e p u o ^ a x ( 1 9 0 1 - 1 9 3 0 r r . ,
1931-1960 r r . , H a?.ff.').
KjiHMaTO.norwHecKHe pn^bi cJieflyeT 3KCTponoJinpoBaTB Ha MaKCKMajiBHbM
npoLue^inHii nepnoA, omipancB Ha KJiHwaTOJiornHecKHe gamine flpyrux cTaHiniii B TOH
Mce KJiHi/.aTMHecKOH 30He. TaKue BoccTaHOBJieHHbie pnflbi acejiaTejiBKO HcnojiB30BaTB
npn wccJieflOBaHHH KOJieôaHHM KJiHMaTa H npH noflroTOBKe KJiHMaTHHecKwx aTJiacoB.
GpeflHHe KapTbi OôHHHO nyôJiHKyioTCH B KJTHMaTHMecKHX aTJiacax, oflHaKO
CJieflyeT nyôJizKOBaTB H flpyrne napaMeTpbi noBTopHeMOCTeS: 3JieMeHT0B, KOTopbie MOryT HBHTBCH HCTO^IHHKOM U;eHH0HflOnOJIHHTeJIBHOMHH*opMau;HH.

RESUMEN

El problema de determinar la longitud dptima de los registros en
los que se han de fundar los datos climâticos estadisticos es principalmente
de carâcter estadistico tambie'n y podria resolverse si se conocieran las caracteristicas de las séries climâticas. La longitud de los registros disponibles,
la homogeneidad de los datos, la variabilidad de los elementos climâticos y
sobre todo la naturaleza y magnitud de las fluctuaciones climâticas son los obstâculos que se han opuesto a la solucidn satisfactoria de este problema.
Siempre que la heterogeneidad de los registros climâticos se deba a
los cambios de emplazamiento de la estacidn, a la instalacidn de los instrumentes, a los procedimientos de observacidn o a las caracteristicas instrumentales,
debe eliminarse dicha heterogeneidad y solo las séries corregidas deben ser
consideradas séries climatoldgicas. Sin embargo, las variaciones no aleatorias
de las séries, debidas a las verdaderas fluctuaciones climaticasj deben ser incorporadas en los datos estadisticos résultantes, siempre que dichas fluctuaciones sean parte del clima.
Es muy dificil especificar la longitud del periodo uniforme que hay
que utilizar como referencia para todos los elementos représentatives del mundo.
Séria preferible elaborar datos estadisticos mensuales y anuales para cada decenio y con carâcter uniforme en todos los paises. Estos datos pueden ser considerados como datos sindpticos para los efectos de comparacidn. Los datos estadisticos de cada decenio podrian adaptarse a las necesidades de cada uno de
los proyectos de investigacidn. Los datos climâticos estadisticos requeridos
para los informes CLIMAT podrian continuar refiriândose a los periodos de 30
aïïos, es decir, 1901-1930, 1931-1960, etc.
Se deben reconstruir las séries climâticas, llegando hasta las fechas mas antiguas que se pueda, refiriéndose a los datos climatoldgicos de
otras estaciones que pertenezean a las mismas zonas bioclimâticas. En los estudios de las fluctuaciones climâticas y en la preparacidn de atlas climâticos
es conveniente utilizar dichas séries reconstruidas.
En los atlas climâticos se publican habitualmente mapas de los valores medios de ciertos elementos. Se deben publicar tambie'n otros parâmetros
de frecuencia que contribuyan a suministrar informacidn auxiliar util.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the length of the référence period necessary for the
calculation of mean climatological values, in viev of its practical importance
in the various fields, has engaged the attention of climatologists for a long
time. At many international gatherings, recommendations hâve been put forward
for the préparation of multi-annual means of climatic éléments (vide CE, Vienna
1873, Resolution 20; CMI, Upsala 1894, Resolution 2; CD, Varsaw 1935, Resolution 111; CCI, Toronto 1947, Resolutions 13 and 14). At the Warsav conférence
the period 1901-1930 vas recommended for vorld-vide establishment of normals
of climatic éléments. In 1956, WMO recommended the use of the most récent available period of 30 years, starting on 1 January of a year ending vith the digit 1
(for example 1921-1950), and that thèse standard normals should be recomputed
each décade, i.e. at the end of i960, 1970, etc. Thèse décisions hâve been critically examined at each of the three sessions of the Commission for Climatology,
at the sessions of régional associations, in vorking groups and in several articles. The difficulties encountered and the différences of opinion that hâve resulted hâve essentially been due to the realization that the whole Earth has
been experiencing a climatic change vhich has a différent character in différent
parts of the world. Further, the large variety of purposes for vhich such longterm averages hâve been used has demanded différent orders of stability of
thèse averages.
The failure to evolve an internationally acceptable solution has
evoked considérable concern, and studies hâve been intensified in several countries. Although the multi-annual averages of climatic éléments are used for a
vide variety of purposes, they can be broadly grouped into tvo catégories.
In one class of problem, vhat matters is not so much the absolute
values of the averages, but rather the relative values — the différence or
relationships of the values at différent points or parts of the area under considération. A fev examples of this type are the relative climates of coastaland
inland districts; valleys and slopes of hills; the différent aspects of hills;
and rural and urban environments.
Second, there are problems vhich call for a sufficient degree of
absolute accuracy in the values used. This is the case, for example, vith the
compilation of climatic atlases. Vhen climatological data are to be used for
the design and construction of major engineering vorks such as dams and canals,
vhich hâve to last for at least a century, one vill hâve to vork on probabilities. In addition to serving many such practical purposes, thèse climatological
statistics are the basis on vhich a satisfactory theory of climate can be built.
Though the problem is essentially scientific it has not, oving to
the many practical difficulties, been satis factorily solved. First and foremost among thèse is the unavailability of the required length of continuous and
homogeneous data in respect of ail the relevant éléments. Since the year-toyear variations of the différent éléments are différent, the length of the
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séries necessary to calculate stable values of the statistics will also vary.
The présence of inhomogeneity in the available data, and also of non-randomness in the climatological time-series due to climatic fluctuations, has posed
formidable problems.
As a universally acceptable solution has not been found, there exists a considérable diversity of practice in différent countries. This has naturally given rise to discrepancies betveen similar investigations carried out
in différent countries, thus hampering the development of climatic théories.
If the problem is to be tackled from the fundamentals, it will be
appropriate to define our conceptions of the différent terms. Ve should first
be clear as to what ve connote by such terms as "climate" and "climatological
normal", and also as to their need.
Any particular locality or région expériences a variety of veather
conditions from moment to moment, day to day, month to month and year to year.
The gênerai atmospheric circulation (resulting from the multitude of processes
converting énergies in the atmosphère) and the local modifications détermine
the "climate". Further, climate has geographical extent, and this important dimension should not be forgotten. The influences, inter-relationships and
interactions of the various processes are very complex and no analytical quantitative treatment of ail the causes underlying climate is yet available.
group property of the complex, comprising individual veather events and the
meteorological éléments characterizing them, their sequential character, their
inter-relationships and the geographical pattern, is vhat ve mean by climate.
To get a true picture of climate it is necessary to paint it in ail its colours,
the constant variations of the veather and the changes of the seasons.
A satisfactory spécification of the climate of a
calls for several statistical measures such as the mean, the
cy vithin the various intervais and the sequential character
matic éléments vith their variations and the various veather
maKe up thèse statistics.

locality or région
range, the frequenof the several clitypes that go to

Among the important climatic éléments are physical properties of
the atmosphère such as vind, température, moisture-content and pressure; various phenomena observed vithin the atmosphère or at the surface of the Earth
such as rainfall, snov, the amount of cloud, the chemical character of the atmosphère and précipitation; and the duration of sunshine and radiation balance
components such as the amount of incoming and outgoing radiation. Besides thèse
ve hâve the derived climatic éléments, especially those vhich are closely related to the energy and moisture exchange processes. Ail meteorological data
useful for climatological purposes are climatological data. Eléments observed
at the différent meteorological stations are climatic éléments. Thèse stations
are classified as synoptic stations, climatological stations, agricultural meteorological stations, aeronautical meteorological stations and spécial stations,
specified in WIO Technical Régulations (1959) and amplified in chapter 3 of the
VMC Guide to Climatological Practices (i960).
Climatology has a dual rôle to play. First, it should provide information, as accurately as the available observations varrant, about the state
and the behaviour of the atmosphère. Second, because of its great économie importance to a vide range of human activities, it has to provide a corresponding
variety of information to meet the needs of specialized users. Risks hâve to be
assessed for engineering design and construction, for agricultural purposes,
and for health and human velfare. Another important use of climatological information is in veather forecasting.
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The main aim is to abstract, from the varied and rapidly changing
veather séquence, the underlying patterns that characterize the atmospheric
environment for particular régions and for the Earth as a vhole. Most important of ail is the study of dynamic climatology, vhich aims at the understanding of the gênerai circulation. Such an understanding can subsequently help in
long-range forecasting.
For ail thèse purposes, the climatological data of the past vill
hâve to serve as a guide.
2.

THE PRESENTATION OF CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA

One of the major responsibilities of national meteorological Services is the présentation of climatological information in forms that vill sat—
isfy the user. To meet a large variety of demands, climatological tables and
maps hâve to be published summarizing the Knowledge of climate in forms vhich
dépend upon the particular climatic éléments. Climatic atlases enable the majority of users to obtain a broad picture of those aspects of climate vith
vhich they are most concerned. For planning purposes and for the understanding
of atmospheric processes, averages and relative frequencies over the range of
variation of the various éléments are required.
The choice of climatic éléments for vhich normals are to be prepared and the form in vhich they are presented dépend upon the application for
vhich they are intended. Agriculture vas naturally one of the earliest activities in vhich climatological data vere used extensively, and there are nov many
others. Among them are various branches of engineering, architecture, planning
groups and other technical enterpriseso The private citizen, vhose requirements
range from gênerai curiosity about the atmospheric environment and its vagaries
to the more serious interest stimulated by home gardening, travel or health problems, is also an important user. Further, there are the various research projects in biological, physical and social sciences in vhich climatic environment
plays an important rôle, and for vhich climatological data are required in a
variety of forms. In particular climatological data are of fundamental value as
feedback material in meteorological research.
Some users can be satisfied by gênerai reports, vhich are periodically published in the nevspapers. Most of them, however, require some interprétation of data to meet their particular problems. Engineers dtaling vith
heating and air conditioning, highvay maintenance, vater supply, drainage,
house construction and city planning need climatological tables and brief descriptions of practical value relating to major centres of population. For planning purposes in fields of activity vhere climatic environment plays a significant rôle, as also for the purpose of understanding atmospheric processes, the
relative incidence of the différent values over the range of variations of the
éléments vill be required. They are needed by the veather analyst in his dayto-day veather analysis. Similar monthly parameters are required for the reviev
of monthly veather. Hovever, m o d e m requirements are much more sophisticated
and demand a variety of specialized summarizations and statistical parameters
for direct applications.
WMO indicated the need for the préparation of multi-annual statistics and of normals in its Technical Régulations (¥M0, 1959). The préparation
of CLIMAT reports is intended to give the synoptician, the reviever of the
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preceding month's weather and the analyst using the methods of dynamic climatology a means for evaluating the déviation of the value of a climatic élément
for the current month from that for a référence period. Long-period averages
are intended for ail purposes of pure and applied climatology where current
climatological data are to be compared vith what is to be regarded as a standard for international comparison and for use in planning.
The climatological normals are the climatological statistics wnich
represent adequately, in ail their essential features, the "population" from
which they hâve corne. Thèse normals are needed for a variety of purposes in
pure and applied climatology and serve as référence values.
The stability of the statistic derived naturally dépends upon the
sample size, which means the number of independent observations. As the climatological data are an ordered time-sequence of events occurring one after the
other, the sample size is determined by the time interval. It is important to
understand in this connexion that besides the "average", which has been indicated in the WMO Technical Régulations (1959), there are other important statistics, for example standard déviation and other frequency characteristics,
which are to be taken into considération for characterizing the normal features
of the climatic élément. Further, as will be seen from the discussions which
follow, longer-period statistics will also be required for some other purposes
— for example, planning.
Anapolskaya and Gandin (1958), Lebedev (i960), Alekseev (1960,1962),
Drozdov and Rubinstein (1962), Kuznetsova (1964), Sapoznikova (1964) and others
hâve worked out methods for obtaining thèse characteristics which can be applied
not only to the data of individual stations but also to those of whole régions,
and which make it possible in many cases to obtain more accurate détails of the
différent characteristics.

3.

THE NATURE OF CLIMATOLOGICAL TIME SERIES

The continuous record of any climatic élément or observations recorded at intervais constitutes an ensemble of signais and noises, which are
approximately stationary but not strictly Gaussian. The aim is to extract the
various signais and discriminate between them against the background of noise.
Of the many statistical properties, the averages and auto-covariance function
or the power spectrum are generally the most useful for providing information
on the signais. In most cases the noise may be approximately a stationary
Gaussian random process with zéro mean, so that ail the relevant statistical
properties could be obtained from the auto-covariance or power spectrum. In
many cases the signais may also be approximately a stationary Gaussian random
process. For a proper understanding of the signais it is necessary to extract
the various non-random components from the noise or random component.
In climatological time-series, the random component usually forms
a large part, mixed up with some non-random components. The non-randomness may
be in the form of persistence, oscillation (periodic or aperiodic) trends or
other forms, or perhaps some combination of several or ail of thèse. Even if
the variations are only random, in some cases the séries may appear to contain
fortuitious trends or cycles over a relatively brief period. Statistical tests
applied to this record may demonstrate the lack of significance of any trend
or cycles. On the other hand, a relatively large trend or cycle that may be
présent may not reveal itself if the length of the record is rather short.
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Non-randomness can arise in a variety of vays. For example, the
locations of stations, instrumental exposure and observing standards are determined largely by operational requirements, and thèse may hâve changed from
time to time oving to the increasing sophistication of requirements, of instruments, or of their applications. Thèse in fact introduce inhomogeneities of record. Obviously, vhenever documented changes in station, location, instruments
or procédures exist, the inhomogeneities introduced should be evaluated as far
as possible and the records corrected.
Urbanization, landscaping projects, draining of swamps, construction of artificial lakes and réservoirs and many other man-made changes of local environment can create inhomogeneity in the climatological record. The
transformation of natural land cover by soil conservation measures may influence climate on a régional scale significantly. In industrial régions the extensive spread of air pollutants may affect the climate of the area significantly. In such cases, the inhomogeneity introduced should be eliminated as far
as possible by a priori reasoning (in consultation with station inspection reports, etc.). If a particular station is still under the influence of certain
of thèse changes (for example urban area, artificial lakes, etc.), the earlier
data could be reconstructed as far as possible by the average mass curve method.
In the Guide to Climatological Practices (WMO, 1960), it is recommended that
spécial attention should be given to the problem of homogeneity and that it
may be worthvhile to homogenize a long séries or combine several séries into
one. An exhaustive treatment of the methods for homogenizing climatological
data is given by Mitchell (1961 ), Alisov, Drozdov and Rubinstein
(1952) and
Drozdov (1957).
The most important and unavoidable component of non-randomness in
the climatological time séries is that due to climatic fluctuations. For the
most part, large-scale climatic fluctuations consist of non-linear variations
that oscillate in an irregular long-period manner round a long-term climatological average. In a short séries, a long-period oscillation may show up as an
illusory linear trend and if a différent period is taken, it may indicate a
différent type of trend. Short records may reveal only the grossest sorts of
inhomogeneity, and many genuine ones may escape détection.

4.

THE STABILITY OF NORMALS

Because of sampling effect, the random "error" of normals based on
a short period vould usually be relatively larger than that from a longer one.
The magnitude of this error vill also dépend upon the variability of the élément under considération (for example the température values of a particular
month are much less variable than those of rainfall). The présence of non-randomness in the climatological time séries introduces systematic errors. If a
systematic trend is involved, the systematic error increases with the length
of the record period. The stability of any statistic derived vill naturally
dépend on the nature and extent of non-randomness présent in the séries as
well as on the volume of data utilized. Thus the study of non-randomness in the
climatological time séries helps in indicating the statistical significance of
the various statistics and their confidence intervais (Sneyers, 1963).
Some récent investigations hâve shovn that the combined effect of
random errors and those associated vith linear trend hâve a broad minimum for
periods of the order of 20 to 30 years. Hovever, the various studies on climatic changes hâve shovn their more or less fluctuating character. Further, due
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to the variations in the phase of fluctuations in différent parts of the world,
a period which may be représentative for one place may be totally unrepresentative for another. Thèse considérations make one sceptical about finding a universally uniform period yielding a stable normal.

5.

"STANDARD LENGTH OF RECORD" AND "REFERENCE PERIOD"

The optimum length of period is that which.when utilized for the préparation of statistics at any part of the climatological time séries, can serve
as the best yardstick for comparison with subsequently observed features. How
can one best détermine the optimum length of record for yielding the required
statistic with an appropriate margin of safety? What amount of data of a given
accuracy vould be required to attain a specified degree of accuracy for a particular statistic? Any one period vhich could yield comparable statistics over
wide areas of the world could be termed the "référence period".
The problem is essentially statistical, and the statistical techniques evolved for the theory of sampling can give quite satisfactory results
under certain conditions. The question can be reduced to: "When does a frequency
distribution become essentially stable, so that adding a further year or years
of observations would not add significantly to the resuit?" or, in other words:
"When do the frequency characteristics such as average and standard déviation
become essentially stable, so that the addition of further data would not change
the statistics significantly?" In symbolic forrn, if S is the statistic derived
on the basis of n terms of the séries, when is S
^s&S
for any positive m?
J
n + m^^ n
*•
If the forrn of the frequency distribution is known, the probability
that any further value will lie within specified ranges can be indicated. For a
great many practical purposes, the values in a climatological time séries can
be treated on probability premises as if they had occurred by chance. Thus if
we assume that the climatological time séries is composed of random components
only, i.e. that the values of the élément are distributed in the Gaussian form,
then the mean and the standard déviation completely define the distribution and
the required probability of future values can be indicated.
We are interested in the probable variation of future values (of the
statistics) which represent the frequency distribution, namely the arithmetical
mean and the standard déviation; that is, we are interested in the standard
errors of the mean and the standard déviation.*
Thus the larger the séries, the greater the confidence with which
future statistics can be estimated. The best statistic is that obtained by taking ail the available data. Further, as the sampling error of normals based on
a short period is relatively large compared with that based on a longer period,
one might be tempted to use as long a period as possible and hence the longest
available séries of data. However, the longer we make the standard period, the
fewer will be the number of stations for which we can calculate the desired
normals directly from the data. An important point to bear in mind is that before

If a certain limit is set for the standard error — for example, suppose the
standard error of the mean monthly température is set at 1 C — we can test
if the chosen normal period will fix the mean within this accuracy with a
confidence of 68 per cent. Alternatively, one can see how many years (n) of
observations would be needed to give a standard déviation of
/~n°C.
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processing the climatological data it is necessary to homogenize the séries.
The longer the period, the more difficult it is to maintain homogeneity. Another factor is that, because of secular variations in climatological time
séries, climatological statistics obtained from too long a period may not be
adequately représentative of the contemporary climatic conditions.
Paucity of data can to some extent be minimized by reconstruction
of the climatological time séries backwards, whenever comparable neighbouring
station data are available. This point will be discussed in a subséquent section.
It is well knovn that, even though the random component usually
forms a large part in the climatological time séries, there may still be some
non-random components mixed up to varying extents. If the non-randomness is
due to inhomogeneity introduced by changes of location, exposure, instrumentation, etc., it could be estimated on a priori considérations from documented
records and eliminated beforehand. The important source of non-randomness is
that due to genuine fluctuations in climate, which embraces small-scale to
large-scale fluctuations of varying durations intermingled in a fashion so
seemingly chaotic that it has not so far been possible to sort out the various
components completely. Inasmuch as the climatic fluctuations are due to atmospheric or planetary causes they are an intégral part of the climate, and the
climatological statistic should therefore incorporate this feature as well.
The climatological time séries may be in the form

where jA is the mean,^^. is the non-random component due to climatic fluctuations, and S-j. is the random* component. X- + c a n ^ e e va l uax, ed and established
by fitting polynomials of the appropriate degree, individually for each séries.
In the actual climatological time séries, we are interested to know
how far the climatological statistics derived from a record of n years remain
représentative during the test period of m years (n< m ). What are the optimum
values of n and m for the différent climatological statistics for the différent geographical locations?
Considérable statistical knowledge is available as to how the nature of the frequency distribution or other frequency characteristics are modified if the time séries involves any persistence or some other type of nonrandomness. However, inasmuch as the physical causes of climatic fluctuations
are not understood, no idea can be had of the nature of such fluctuations in
différent parts of the world. Whatever knowledge we hâve is only from empirical
studies of climatological time séries, and it is thus not possible to lay down
any spécifie rule of procédure to deal with the problem. The only way appears
to be to study the frequency characteristics for différent éléments over the
différent parts of the globe. Particular attention should be given to the areas
where the variation of the élément in question is large and also where climatic
fluctuations hâve been considérable.

From the statistical point of view.
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6.

THE REFERENCE PERIOD VIS-A-VIS THE PURPOSE OF NORMALS

The différent purposes for which climatological statistics are required put differing demands on the stability or the reliability of the statistics used. Inasmuch as thèse statistics dépend on the volume and representativeness of the data used in their dérivation, the optimum length of record required for a specified level of stability will dépend upon the élément concerned and also on the geographical features.
In studies of local influences on climates — for example the influences of urban or rural areas, sea coasts or inland areas, valleys or slopes
of hills, etc. — what is required is not so much the absolute value of the
éléments but rather the différence or relationships between such values at différent points. Comparative observations under the same synoptic situations will
hâve to be studied. The significance of the statistics derived will hâve to be
statistically tested. Naturally, the differential behaviour under différent
synoptic situations, times of the day and seasons would hâve to be estimated.
A sufficient number of estimâtes at each of the locations should be available
to provide statistical parameters whose relative magnitudes could be adequately
tested. The length of the record will obviously dépend upon the density of incidence of the particular phenomenon and its variability. In gênerai, for most
of the common climatic éléments a period of 10 years would provide sufficient
data.
Vhen the climatological normal is required to serve as a yardstick
for international comparison in synoptic analysis, comparability between synchronous features at the différent points over the area is necessary. For synoptic analysis on a monthly as well as a seasonal scale, what is essential is
comparability over wide areas, perhaps hemispherical or global. In some countries monthly maps are prepared on the basis of CLIMAT reports. Maps of anomalies regarded as synoptic (i.e. déviations from the multi-annual mean for each
month and year) are used for the sélection of analogues for the purpose of longrange forecasting and/or studies in climatic fluctuations. Such déviations are
also published in "Monthly Climatic Data of the ¥orld" (U.S. Veather Bureau).
For thèse purposes it is obviously necessary that the period should be as uniform as possible and common for ail stations in the area. It should be long
enough to eliminate local short-term variations (the 30-year periods, recommended by VMO for normal s, appear to be appropriate) but it may happen that this
élimination can only be achieved at the expense of the gênerai representativeness of the period as a référence period, and it may thus lead to the ignoring
of some additional information.
In pure and applied climatology and for analysis in dynamic climatol°gy> ^he actual climatological data will hâve to be compared with those that
could be regarded as standard; the anomalies and the relative probabilities in
the différent ranges of values of the individual éléments hâve to be taken into
account. For planning purposes in the various activities in which climatic environment plays a significant rôle, the normal climatic features are important.
The climate of one place will need to be compared with that of another in order
to détermine their relative suitability for several purposes. In connexion with
the design of major engineering works, climatic risks will hâve to be assessed.
Many structures hâve to be built with a knowledge of extrême weather to ensure
adéquate safety for a specified amount of économie risk. The maximum wind recorded or anticipated in a locality has to be taken into account for construction of houses, hangars or bridges, the highest snow load for a roof, the heaviest rain intensities for culvert design, etc. The probabilities of the various
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contingencies ha.ve to be estimated from the available observations. In thèse
cases ail available information at the station, as also at the neighbouring
stations, should be used in order to dérive the maximum benefit from the statistics.
In the préparation of climatic atlases it is essential that the
climatological statistic should hâve a sufficiently high degree of accuracy.
In this connexion a point worth remembering is that over a short period of
time there may exist a négative corrélation between climatic variation in one
part of the globe and that in another: the relationship may hâve an entirely
différent character over a différent period of time. Obviously, a picture obtained on the basis of such short séries cannot be représentative. It may appear
that maps prepared purely for national purposes need not conform to any internationally adopted spécifications. However, inasmuch as maps may be used by
neighbo\iring countries and by international agencies of many kinds, it is in
fact désirable that national maps should be readily comparable with those of
neighbouring countries and should be capable of being joined together to produce sub-regional and régional maps. There is a plan for the préparation of a
world climatic atlas in the form of a collection of régional maps supplemented
by maps of marine areas and of the upper air. In this case it will be necessary
to use the maximum information recorded at the stations and also circumstantial
évidence provided by other climatological stations in the saine homoclimatic
zone. This vill mean that ail available data, those recorded at the
stations
plus the reconstructed portions of the séries, will hâve to be used. The length
of the séries at the différent stations may not, however, be the same. Alisov
et al. (1952) hâve proved that climatological averages derived from periods of
over 50 years, even if they are not ail of equal lengths, vill be more mutually
comparable than the averages for a single but shorter period; and they hâve
further proved that, where the distances between stations make conversion to a
long séries impossible, a long séries of observations and a shorter séries are
more comparable than two short synchronous séries. The data available in certain
areas may be for a short period and conversion to longer séries impossible due
to the lack of comparable stations and in this case one has to be content to do
the best thing possible and await the building up of the climatological records
in the course of time.
Studies of climatic fluctuations are fundamental in climatological
research, providing the necessary insight into the nature of the évolution of
climate and hence throwing light in the physical processes involved. Every
available bit of record should be used. The séries should be as long as possible, restricted of course to the period for which the homogeneity of the data
could be evaluated. It should be remembered that even the reconstruction of
past climates from historical, archeological and geological évidence has yielded
material which has given valuable glimpses into the mechanism of climate.

7.

THE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATIC FLUCTUATIONS ON REFERENCE PERIOD

It is now well known that climate changes, and that there are fluctuations varying from the small scale, with periods of ux> to a century or so
(so-called secular changes, established from recorded climatological observations), to the large-scale ones which take place over millions of years, for
which évidence has corne from geological and other sources.
Various types of climatic change are taking place throughout the
world. Climatic fluctuation is a phenomenon of formidable complexity, and inasmuch as it is part and parcel of climatology, the over-all theory of climate
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can scarcely ignore it. Naturally, it further complicates the problem of climatological normals as the solution of the référence period, and the optimum
length of the latter must dépend upon the nature of changes in the climate.
The most striking feature revealed by studies in climatic change is the gênerai
warming in many parts of the vorld vhich started in the middle of the last century and vas maintained until about 1940, at vhich time there appears to hâve
been a levelling or even a fall of température in some places. It vould appear
that the varming started in the high latitudes and vas slov and irregular at
first, but became more rapid at the turn of the century, reaching a peak in
the thirties. The data also indicate that the rise has not been uniform or symmetrical in respect of the pôles. It has been least or nil in the middle latitudes of the southern hémisphère and greater in the higher latitudes of the
northern hémisphère, especially in the areas bordering the Atlantic. The rainfall picture is much more complicated. Hovever, the évidence is conclusive that
in the subtropical and tropical régions there vas a sharp decrease of rainfall
from a peak at the end of the last century to a minimum around 1930-1940, and
thereafter an increase. The decrease of rainfall vas accompanied by a contraction of the equatorial rain belt and a shortening of the vet seasons. A feature
of the récent return of vetter conditions has been the increase of tropical
cyclones. In the light of the many studies of pressure patterns and vind data,
it is generally agreed that since the turn of the century until recently there
has been an increase in atmospheric activity, a greater exchange of air betveen
the Equator and the pôles, and greater turbulence, i.e. an increase in the circulation of the atmosphère.
It has been vell established that climatic changes, especially the
slover fluctuations that span several décades, are vorld-vide in extent , and
that they arise primarily from changes in the large-scale components of the
gênerai circulation. Thèse in turn are dynamically inter-related over intercontinental distances, as shovs clearly vhen they are statistically correlated.
Oving to climatic fluctuations the statistics based on 30 years or
even 50 years may not be so absolutely stable throughout the vorld as to be
termed normal. Further, as climatic fluctuations vary in magnitude and phase
in various parts of the vorld, a period vhich may be représentative at one place
may be totally unrepresentative at another unless the period is long enough to
contain intégral multiples of the différent significant periods. Summing up from
his studies on climatic change, Lamb (1959) significantly remarked that "our
attitude to climatological normals must clearly change",

8.

REVIEW 0P RESULTS

As previously stated, the problem of normals has been extensively
studied in many countries, particularly those vhere the climatic changes hâve
been spectacular.
Rubinstein (1962), Kuznetsova (1964) and Shvec (1964) hâve given
considérable attention to the problem of selecting the most rational period
from the point of viev of obtaining stable and mutually comparable values of
meteorological éléments leading to certain significant global studies.
(a)

Température. Ten-year monthly averages vary as much as 10 C
in some places betveen tvo décades. The différence betveen
the averages of the monthly mean température determined for
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tvo successive 30-year periods sometimes even exceeds 2 C.
The 30-year séries of observations is not sufficiently long
for the calculation of stable monthly mean température at
least in the temperate zone. It is even less so in the polar
zone, for example Greenland or Iceland, vhere climatic changes are known to be considérable. Comparison of monthly means
based on the period 1881-1960 with corresponding means for
1881-1935 shoved différences only of the order of 0.1 to
0.3 C. Only in places and months vhere the varming vas most
significant did the multi-annual mean température shov changes
of the order of 0.8 to 1.0UC. It vas concluded that vhile a
30-year period vas sufficient for certain purposes, periods
of the order of 50 or 80 years vould be necessary for the
compilation of climatic maps and for studies of climatic
change. Only climatological data derived from a long séries
of observations should be used in the planning of major engineering vorks intended to last a long time. Vhere data
séries fall short of this requirement they should be reconstructed on the basis of data of neighbouring stations, and
thèse "adjusted normals" should be the normals for use. As already mentioned (in Section 6 ) , if the distances betveen stations make conversion to a long séries impossible, a long
séries of observations and a shorter séries are more comparable than tvo short synchronous séries. The conclusions hâve
been similar in the case of other climatic éléments.
(b)

Atmospheric pressure. Variations in pressure are particularly
noticeable in areas vith predominantly cyclonic veather. Monthly averages of individual periods vary considerably and différences in the 30-year averages of some stations exceed 4 mb
in certain months. For the calculation of stable mean monthly
pressure values 30-year periods are inadéquate, and the same
periods should be used for this purpose as in the case of air
température, after converting short séries into longer ones
as appropriate. In temperate zones conversion could be resorted to on the basis of distances up to 500 km.

(c)

Précipitation. Thirty-year periods are inadéquate for the
purpose of obtaining stable average monthly précipitation.
The year-to-year variation of précipitation is considérable
and the relationship betveen précipitation values at various
stations déclines rapidly as the distance betveen such stations increases. Although the conversion of short séries to
a long period is feasible and is in fact practised, it may
not be quite correct in ail cases oving to the sharp décline
in the corrélation coefficient betveen the station values as
the distance betveen the stations increases. Conversion by
the method of ratios is to be recommended nevertheless, as
the converted data are more accurate than unconverted ones.
Thus, in order to obtain the most reliable normal, the longest
séries of observations should be used. For the purpose of extrapolation of normals up to an additional period of 10 years,
hovever, normals based on 30 years are sufficient.
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(d)

Humidity. Data for 30 to 35 years provide sufficiently stable average values. The conversion of short séries of observations of absolute humidity to a longer period in a lovland
area in the temperate zone is possible for distances of 250300 km and in the case of relative humidity in summer for
distances up to 200 km. In vinter the relative humidity is so
stable from one year to the next that even 20- to 25-year
séries provide the necessary degree of accuracy.

(e)

Vind. Mean vind speed, as well as maximum vind speed occurring once in ten, tventy or fifty years, can be calculated
vith a sufficient degree of accuracy on the basis of 20 to 25
years.

(f)

Radiation, Radiation characteristics, as well as character—
istics of a number of other atmospheric phenomena, can be
calculated on the basis of 25 to 30 years.

Similar studies hâve been carried out by Berkes (1956), Steinhauser
(i960) and Mitchell(1961), vho also concluded that 30-year averages are unstable
and therefore poor indicators of climate. The fluctuate to such an extent
that they can be used as an index of climatic change rather than as a basis for
climatic maps. It vas, hovever, suggested (Berkes, 1956) that the existing climatic trend could best be kept up by choosing the preceding 30-year period at
the end of each décade. This is especially important for agriculture.
Pierson (i960) stated that time-series methods require lengthy
sample records for analysis. He emphasized the obvious instability of attempts
to extrapolate four- or eight-year apparent cycles into the future on the basis
of data for only about 60 years.
Shuh Chai Lee (1955) shoved that the period required to estimate
the average value of hydrological data to provide a certain desired accuracy
can be expressed as N = P^t^/e^, where N is the number of years of record required, P the coefficient of variability, e the desired limit of accuracy and
t the Student's t-value (limit of déviation of estimated mean expressed in
terms of standard déviation corresponding to a given percentage of probability).
Benham (1955) shoved that the probable error of the mean (for a probability of
50 per cent) is about 3 per cent of the long-term mean after a period of 10-15
years, an order of accuracy at least as high as that attained in gauging. He
concluded that the mean flov of most of the rivers could be reliably estimated
from a 15-year record.
Enger (1956, 1959) and Beaumont (1957) studied the mean square error and shoved that for température and précipitation data (monthly as vell as
annual) a 15- to 25-year period might be an optimum for the prédiction of
thèse values one or more years ahead.
De Portugal (i960) studied the data for Angola and concluded that:
(i)

Five-year monthly and yearly averages are représentative
for atmospheric pressure, air température, relative humidity, surface vind speed, amount of cloud, sunshine
and evaporation;
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(ii)

Ten-year monthly and yearly averages are représentative
for précipitation at localities vhere the variability
coefficient is low;

(iii)

¥here the variability coefficient of précipitation is
high, the monthly and yearly averages are représentative only when they are obtained from very long séries
of observations (more than 30 years); and

(iv)

Ten-year averages are not much more représentative than
five-year ones. In Uganda a ten-year period was found
sufficient to show the characteristics of rainfall in
tropical areas, where the variability is lov.

The U.S. Army Air Force (1943) conducted a study of the length of
record needed to obtain satisfactory climatological summaries. An attempt was
made to find the number of years needed to yield a relatively constant frequency
distribution (within 5 per cent) of the various meteorological éléments significant for military aviation, such as visibility, cloudiness, cloud height, wind
speed and persistence of rain. It was found that data for about seven to ten
years were needed for visibility, cloud and wind, while for précipitation persistence the corresponding figure was about 20 years. Landsberg and Jacobs
(1951) hâve indicated that the limit varies from élément to élément, from season
to season and from région to région. From preliminary investigations they hâve
obtained the following provisional magnitudes.

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF TEARS NEEDED TO OBTAIN
STABLE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

Climatic élément

•
Shoro

Islands
E.T.

T.

E.T.

Plains
T.

Mountains

E.T.

T.

E.T.

T.

10

5

15

8

15

10

25

15

Humidity

3

1

6

2

5

3

10

6

Cloud

4

2

4

3

8

4

12

6

Visibility

5

3

5

3

5

4

8

6

25

30

30

40

40

40

50

50

Température

Précipitation

Note :

E.T. = extra-tropical,

T. = tropical.

Besides those mentioned above, investigations hâve presumably been
carried out in several other countries.
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SHORT-PERIOD AVERAGES AND "ADJUSTED NORMALS"

The value of any climatological statistic or any description of
climate will dépend largely upon the value and extent of basic data utilized
in their compilation. However, for localities or areas vhere the observational
material is insufficient for setting up tables and rliagrams, it may still be
possible to give some description on the basis of available data of the few
years. In addition, vhenever data accumulate for at least five years, the shortperiod averages and a few other statistics such as extrêmes should be prepared
on the basis of the five-year data. As further data accumulate, the tables
should be revised on the basis of additional five-year data periods.
Monthly and annual climatological statistics for each ten-year
period (starting on 1 January of a year ending with the digit l) should also
be prepared and published. Thèse statistics can be used as such or in combination with as many other ten-year period statistics as necessary, according
to the requirements of particular investigations.
We are frequently confronted with the situation of having only a
short record available for a locality in which we are interested, while a longer séries of data is available for another station in the same région. Owing
to the fact that the climates of différent parts of a geographical région are
related, the climatological information available at the latter station could
be used to supplément that at the former. This property could be utilized:
(i)

To check the relative consistency of the
climatological data at différent stations;

available

(ii)

To interpolate missing data in a recorded séries; and

(iii) To reconstruct insufficiently long climatological séries
by referring to the data of a neighbouring comparable
station or stations for which a sufficiently long séries
is available.
The philosophy of this rests on the fact that either the différences or the ratios of relevant values of climatic éléments are quasi-constant,
and the relevant methods are described in détail in several handbooks of climatology and also in Chapter 5 of the ¥M0 Guide to Climatological Practices
(i960). In areas where référence stations with sufficiently long records exist,
the climatological data of stations with short séries can be enlarged; statistics derived from thèse adjusted séries, which we may call "adjusted normals",
should be used. Vherever such référence stations are not available, the statistics will obviously be limited by the available data. They are valuable as such
and can still be used within their limitations, stated in Section 1 above.
Inasmuch as the climatological time séries (made up of recorded
data plus the part reconstructed on the basis of information from neighbouring
stations) contains more information than the recorded observations could give
alone, multi-annual means based on long séries, even if they are not synchronous at différent stations, are more comparable than two shorter synchronous
séries (Alisov, Drozdov and Rubinstein, 1952). As a corollary, it follows also
that means based on a long séries at one station and a shorter séries at another
station are more comparable than two short synchronous séries at the two stations. This suggests that for the purpose of compiling climatic atlases it would
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be désirable to use as long a period of data as possible after any necessary
reconstruction, even if the periods are not of the same duration or synchronous
for ail the stations.
10.

STATISTICAL PARAMETERS TO BE MAPPED IN CLIMATIC ATLASES

Usually mean values of climatic éléments are mapped in climatic atlases. In addition, there are several frequency parameters which could provide
valuable auxiliary information and supplément the maps of mean values. The
standard déviation or coefficient of variability or range, as measures of dispersion of the élément, provide valuable information on the variability of the
élément and thus indicate the degree of confidence which can be given to the
mean values. This is particularly relevant when we consider mean atmospheric
pressure maps. Thèse mean pressure maps for calendar months may include two or
more distinct populations and may therefore yield résultant circulation. As the
mean pressure map averages out the différent variations, it obscures the windiness. Maps could be added representing standard déviation of monthly and annual mean température and pressure as well as the coefficient of variability of
rainfall, vind and cloud amount, and indeed such maps hâve been prepared by some
Services. The extrême values of éléments are useful, as they indicate any coherency existing in the incidence of certain magnitudes of extrêmes in the différent parts of the région mapped. In using thèse maps a point worth remembering
is that, in areas of peculiar orography such as hills, isolated values of extrêmes may occur and attempts to draw isolines over the whole range may not be
appropriate; such values could be indicated as spot values.
,,
Distribution functions of some éléments (including extrêmes and
n
order values) can be fitted by various functions. Prom thèse, probability
levels of occurrence can be readily derived and mapped. Thèse are useful as
design values. It is realized that manual processing of the data for thèse purposes is very time-consuming and laborious; but wherever machine-processing facilities are available, such parameters could be mapped easily.
11.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The problem of finding the optimum length of record to provide
stable climatological statistics is essentially statistical in nature; it could
be solved if the nature of the climatological time séries could be specified.
However, there are a few practical difficulties which stand in the way of a
satisfactory solution. First and foremost is the lack of sufficiently long homogeneous records relating to the relevant éléments. Further, the stability of
the statistics dépends upon the variability of the élément; a very variable one
will require a larger volume of data than one which is less so. Climatic fluctuations of varying intensifies and durations hâve corne to light. The fluctuations vary in magnitude and phase in various parts of the world. The several
fluctuations are intermingled in a seemingly chaotic manner so that it has not
so far been possible to sort out the various components completely. Owing to
the climatic fluctuations, the statistics based on a specified period may not
be of sufficient absolute stability throughout the wôrld to be termed normal.
Further, a period which may be représentative for one place may be totally unrepresentative for another, unless the period is long enough to contain intégral
multiples of the différent significant periods.
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CLIMATOLOGICAL NORMALS

The average is not considered the only climatological statistic,
and to characterize the climate other frequency parameters are also judged necessary. The term "normal" should therefore be redefined to incorporate this
enlarged meaning.
Studies hâve shown that éléments such as température, humidity and
cloud amount, vhich are less variable, require a smaller number of years of
data than précipitation, vhich is much more variable; stations in mountainous
areas require a larger number of years of data than those in the plains. Stations in higher latitudes of the northern hémisphère, vhich hâve experienced
considérable fluctuations of climate during the past half century and more, require a larger number of years of observations than those vhere climatic fluctuations hâve been much more subdued.
It is very difficult to specify a uniform period that could be used
as a référence period for ail éléments and vhich could be adequately représentative for the vorld as a vhole. It is désirable for ail countries to compile
monthly and annual climatological statistics uniformly for every ten-year
period, at least for a représentative netvork of stations. Thèse data could be
treated as synoptic for the purpose of preparing ten-year maps of the globe or
major portions thereof, and thèse in turn could serve as valuable material for
studies in climatic changes. The statistics could be used as they vere or in
combination vith as many ten-year statistics as might be required for any particular pièce of research.
Inasmuch as the climatological information available at a place
could serve as a guide for a neighbouring location even though regular climatological records vere not available for the latter, climatological data-séries
should be reconstructed vith référence to the climatological data of other stations in the same homoclimatic zone.
The climatological statistics required for CLIMAT reports should
continue to refer to the 30-year référence periods 1931-1960, etc., as hitherto,
because the global maps of anomalies prepared on the basis of such CLIMAT reports are very valuable for studies of long-range forecasting and climatic
changes.
Climatological statistics should be prepared on the basis of reconstructed séries and only thèse adjusted normals should be used for préparation of climatic atlases. It may happen that the data used in the préparation
of the statistics are not ail synchronous nor of the same length; in spite of
this fact the statistics derived from such long séries are more comparable than
those derived from short séries, even if the latter are synchronous.
Vhenever climatological data are required for planning or assessing
risks for major engineering projects, or vhen they are required for studies in
climatic fluctuations, the maximum information available should be used.
Besides the mean maps vhich are usually published in climatic atlases, there should be maps of other frequency parameters vhich could provide
valuable auxiliary information.
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